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Abstract: In mobile devices, the screen size limits conveyance of immersive experiences; haptic
feedback coupled with visual feedback is expected to have a better effect to maximize the
level of immersion. Therefore, this paper presents a miniature tunable haptic stylus based on
magnetorheological (MR) fluids to provide kinesthetic information to users. The designed stylus has
a force generation, force transmission, and housing part; moreover, in the stylus, all three operating
modes of MR fluids contribute to the haptic actuation to produce a wide range of resistive force
generated by MR fluids in a limited size, thereby providing a variety of pressing sensations to users.
A universal testing machine was constructed to evaluate haptic performance of the proposed haptic
stylus, whose resistive force was measured with the constructed setup as a function of pressed depth
and input current, and by varying the pressed depth and pressing speed. Under maximum input
voltage, the stylus generates a wide range of resistive force from 2.33 N to 27.47 N, whereas under
maximum pressed depth it varied from 1.08 N to 27.47 N with a corresponding change in voltage
input from 0 V to 3.3 V. Therefore, the proposed haptic stylus can create varied haptic sensations.

Keywords: miniature stiffness display; MR fluids; haptic; multiple mode

1. Introduction

Because of advancements in mobile hardware technology, interaction with mobile virtual objects
has become increasingly popular with most users owning a smart phone. Mobile virtual reality
includes a variety of graphical content from a simple static object to one having complex dynamic
behavior. A user who manipulates and interacts with these objects wants to haptically ”feel” not only
the presence of objects but also their material properties. As the demand for realistic interaction with
virtual objects increases, the importance of haptic technology also increases to ensure that the ultimate
level of immersion is conveyed to users.

Haptic sensation consists of kinesthetic and tactile feelings. A kinesthetic feeling refers to sensory
data obtained through receptors of joints, muscles, ligaments, etc. The tactile feeling is a cutaneous
sensation obtained from receptors of the skin. A user recognizes the stiffness of an object through
kinesthetic information and discerns the texture of an object through tactile information. Thus, to
convey a more realistic haptic sensation to users in a virtual environment, both tactile and kinesthetic
information should be simultaneously presented to users.

Recently, many mobile devices have used styluses to help users tap on the screen and allow
them to delicately manipulate virtual contents. In virtual reality, while visual information is the
most dominant sensory input for perceiving virtual objects, haptic information coupled with visual
information increases the sense of reality. Therefore, many researchers have focused on tactile modules
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that stimulate the skin of users [1–7]. Lee et al., developed a haptic pen using a touch sensor and
solenoid coil to create a sense of contact with virtual objects [1]. Kyung and Park presented a pen-like
haptic interface, which consists of a compact pin-array tactile module and a vibrating module (Ubi-Pen),
and verified its haptic performance [2,3]. Liao et al., developed a pen-type haptic interface device
and evaluated its usefulness [4]. Cho et al., presented a haptic stylus to generate auditory-tactile
feedback that provides realism in handwriting or drawing tasks [5]. Wang et al., suggested an
electro-vibration based haptic pen which can create continuous tactile feedback [6]. Arasan et al.,
developed a vibrotactile pen for generating two haptic effects (static and dynamic vibration) and
conveying them to users [7]. Although these pens can haptically simulate the roughness of a target
object and can emulate button sensation using vibration, it is not easy to represent the stiffness of the
virtual object through tactile feedback.

Many researchers have shown interest in incorporating kinesthetic effects in haptic styluses.
Kamuro et al., suggested a pen-type hand held haptic interface conveying kinesthetic feeling to
users [8]. Tian et al., proposed a haptic stylus which creates kinesthetic and tactile sensations [9].
Kianzad and MacLean developed a magic pen that generates kinesthetic sensation using a ball-point
drive mechanism [10]. Kara and Patoglu suggested a haptic stylus having variable tip compliance [11].
Even though these haptic styluses directly provide kinesthetic information (for example, force or
distributed pressure), actuation mechanisms are too bulky and heavy to be inserted into tiny styluses.

Therefore, the magnetorheological fluid (MR fluid), whose mechanical properties can be changed
according to an external magnetic field, has been studied as a material for pen-type haptic devices to
convey kinesthetic sensation to users [12,13]. MR fluids based haptic pen was developed to interact
with an image on a mobile terminal [12]. Another haptic pen for creating kinesthetic sensation using a
hybrid actuator (MR actuator with a voice coil motor) was introduced [13]. They used two modes (a
flow mode and a shear mode) of the available three operating modes of MR fluids to increase haptic
resistive force. Although their research works greatly help users to understand the material property
of virtual objects by using kinesthetic information, the range of haptic force can be further expanded if
the squeeze mode is added to the haptic pen. The reason being that squeeze mode has the greatest
effect on the generation of resistive force among these three operating modes in MR fluids [14–18].
In this paper, we propose a new design of tiny haptic stylus, in which all three modes (a shear mode,
flow mode, and squeeze mode) of MR fluids can contribute to the haptic actuation, to increase the
magnitude of haptic force to the level where users are truly “satisfied” in a small size. The proposed
tiny haptic stylus is expected to be useful for interaction with virtual objects because of its simple
structure and haptic performance.

2. Design of A New Kinesthetic Stylus

2.1. Overall Structure

Figure 1 shows the structure of a proposed haptic stylus which consists of three parts: (1) force
generation, (2) force transmission, and (3) a housing part. The force generation part, which plays a
role in creating resistive force, includes a T-shape rod, a spring, an O-ring, a bottom plate, a spacer,
a plunger, a solenoid coil, a magnetic shelter, and a top plate. The force transmission part is composed
of a pen tip and hollow shaft. The spring is used to restore the compressed force generation part to its
initial position and the T-shaped rod transmits the resistance force from the force generation part to the
force transmission part. One end of the T-shaped rod is connected to the hollow shaft, and the other
end of the T-shaped rod is inserted into the hole of the bottom plate with a spring. The hollow shaft
acts as the central axis of the vertical movement of the proposed module. The housing part consists of
an upper and a lower housing. The upper housing is designed to minimize magnetic flux leakage
when voltage input is applied to the solenoid. The force generation part is inserted into the upper
housing. The T-shaped rod is connected to one end of the hollow shaft, and the pen tip is inserted into
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the other end of the hollow shaft. The lower housing covers the force transmission part and is then
inserted into the upper housing.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the proposed kinesthetic stylus.

2.2. Operating Principle

The key components of the proposed haptic stylus are MR fluid (MRF) and the solenoid. The MR
fluid is filled in the magnetic shelter that includes the solenoid. The solenoid coil creates magnetic fields
to control the stiffness of MR fluids. The magnetic shelter provides a path along which the magnetic
field induced by the solenoid coil flows. Figure 2 shows the operating principle of the proposed haptic
stylus. When there is no voltage in the solenoid, the MRF is in the fluid state. Therefore, when a user
holds the proposed haptic stylus and pushes the screen of a mobile device with the pen tip, the haptic
stylus is softly pressed, and the user can feel the softness. If an input voltage is applied to the solenoid
coil in the proposed module, the magnetic particles in the MRF form chains and the MRF becomes
semisolid. During this change, since the solidification extent is proportional to the applied magnetic
field, the force generation part in the haptic stylus can create various haptic sensations. Therefore,
when a user interacts with mobile virtual contents using the haptic stylus, he/she can sense a variety of
haptic sensations.
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2.3. Optimization of the Haptic Stylus

For maximizing the haptic performance of the proposed stylus, we need to not only optimize the
solenoid and the gap distance between magnetic shelter and the plunger but also reduce the friction
between the plunger and the top plate. First, we optimize the diameter of the solenoid coil to maximize
resistive force with less power consumption. We simulated the solenoid coil assuming that this module
consumes a power of 0.6 W under an input voltage of 3.3 V. The resistive force of the proposed haptic
stylus is highly related to the magneto-motive force of the solenoid coil. The magneto-motive force (F)
of the solenoid coil and the power consumption are expressed by Equation (1) [19]:

F =
NVA
ρ lt

(1)

In Equation (1), N is the number of turns of the solenoid coil, V is the input voltage, A is the area of
pure conductor, ρ is the resistivity of copper (1.72 × 10−8 Ωm), and lt is the total length of the solenoid
coil. Because we used a multilayer solenoid coil in the proposed haptic stylus, the area (A) of pure
conductor and total length (lt) of the copper wire are expressed by Equations (2) and (3), respectively.

A =
π(dw)

2

4
(2)

lt = 2πrmN (3)

In Equations (2) and (3), π is the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter, dw is a diameter of
the wire of the solenoid coil, and rm is the average radius of the solenoid coil.

The power consumption (P) of the solenoid coil is calculated by the following Equation:

P =
V2A
ρlt

(4)

Figure 3 shows the simulation result of the magneto-motive force (MMF) of the solenoid coil
according to its wire diameter. The black line is the computed magneto-motive force by varying the
wire diameter, and the red line is the magneto-motive force with a fixed power consumption of 0.6 W.
From the result, the wire diameter of the solenoid coil was selected as 0.11 mm.
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As mentioned earlier, there are three operating modes in MRF: (1) a flow mode (MR fluids flow
due to a pressure gradient between the two stationary plates), (2) a shear mode (MR fluids flow
between two plates that are moving relative to one another), and (3) a squeeze mode (MR fluids flow
between the two plates that are moving in a direction that is perpendicular to their planes) [14–18].
To maximize the resistive force in a small device, the proposed haptic stylus should be fabricated in
a structure in which all three operation modes of MR fluids can contribute to the actuation. To do
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this, an FEM simulation was conducted using a commercialized software (Maxwell 2D v14, Ansoft,
Pennsylvania, USA). Figure 4 shows the cross-sectional view of the assembled force generation part
and its flux path simulation result. The solenoid coil is attached and fixed to the inside of the magnetic
shelter. When the T-shaped rod is pressed, this pressing force causes the plunger to move upward.
At this time, the magnitude of the resistive force can be controlled by changing the state of MR fluid.
From the results (Figure 4), we found that the magnetic flux flows well without magnetic saturation
or leakage in the proposed design. As the plunger moves down, the distance between itself and the
declined plane of the magnetic shelter becomes closer and the MR fluid is pressed (squeeze mode).
The squeezed MR fluid flows through the gap between the plunger and the magnetic shelter (flow
mode). Meanwhile, the movement of the plunger causes relative motion between the two slopes (the
plunger and the magnetic shelter) and this relative motion creates shear stress (shear mode). Thus, we
found that the proposed haptic stylus is designed to use all three operating modes of the MR fluids so
that it can generate sufficient resistive force in a small size.
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The gap distance between the magnetic shelter and the plunger is another important factor to
maximize the haptic performance because the gap is filled with MR fluid. Thus, we simulated the
resistive force (haptic performance) by varying the distance (y) between the magnetic shelter and
the plunger (Figure 5). The distance (y) was varied from 1.3 mm to 1.8 mm at an interval of 0.1 mm.
As shown in Figure 5, the result indicates that the resistive force decreases as the distance (y) increases.
Therefore, it is better to decrease the distance between the magnetic shelter and the plunger. However, in
the case of a distance of 1.3 mm, the normal distance between the magnetic shelter and the plunger when
the haptic stylus is fully pressed (d = 1 mm) is too close ((y− d)· sinθ = (1.3− 1)· sin(10◦) = 0.05 mm)
considering the manufacturing error. Therefore, in this study, we selected the distance as 1.4 mm.
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To reduce the initial resistive force (when there is no current), we simplified the top plate as shown
in Figure 6. Due to this simple design of the top plate, we could increase the area where the magnetic
flux flows, resulting in the improvement of the haptic resistive force.
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2.4. Fabrication of the Tiny Haptic Stylus

Figure 7 shows the constructed haptic stylus consisting of the lower housing, upper housing,
hollow shaft, T-shaped rod, spring, bottom plate, O-ring, spacer, plunger, solenoid coil, magnetic
shelter, top plate, and the pen tip. The T-shaped rod is linked to one end of the hollow shaft, and the
pen tip is connected to the other. The spring is located between one end of the T-shaped rod and
bottom plate in order to create an elastic returning force. The end of the T-shaped rod that penetrates
the bottom plate fits into the plunger’s hole and is fully attached to the plunger. The bottom plate is
connected to the magnetic shelter and MR fluid is filled into the magnetic shelter, and the plunger is
then placed into the magnetic shelter. The commercial mini O-ring (T-SK818, 1.0 mm (diameter) ×
0.4 mm (thickness)) was used with small friction and small size to prevent MR fluid leakage. The haptic
stylus is completed by putting the lower housing toward the pen tip and fitting the upper housing to
the top plate side.
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3. Experiment of the Tiny Haptic Stylus

3.1. Experimental Setup

Figure 8 shows an experimental setup to evaluate the haptic performance of the proposed tiny
haptic stylus. The experimental setup is composed of a PC and a universal testing machine (UTM, Z0.5,
ZwickRoell, Ulm, Germany) including a load cell (Xforce P 100 N, Zwick Roell, Ulm, Germany), and a
power supply. In order to tightly fix the proposed haptic stylus, we fabricated a mold (a sample holder),
whose shape is exactly matched with the upper housing of the haptic stylus. The sample holder was
made of stainless steel (SUS 301) for minimizing the distortion or deformation. The haptic stylus was
bonded with the sample holder, which was bolted on the UTM, by super glue. The measurement head
was precisely moved in the vertical (z-axis) direction by the linear motor installed in the UTM. When
the measurement head pushes down the haptic stylus, the resistive force is measured through the load
cell. The measured resistive force and the position of the measurement head were delivered and were
stored on the PC. The experiment was conducted under various constant speed (0.1 mm/s, 0.5 mm/s,
1.0 mm/s, 2.0 mm/s, 5.0 mm/s, 10.0 mm/s, and 15.0 mm/s) of the measurement head. We set the offset
when the contact force (0.01 N) from the load cell was measured. The power supply was connected to
the proposed haptic stylus to control its resistive force. We measured the resistive forces by changing
the input current, measurement head’s position, and varying the pressing speed.
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Figure 8. Experimental setup to evaluate the haptic performance of a proposed tiny haptic stylus.

3.2. Experimental Results

Figure 9a shows the experimental results of the measured force with varying indented depths
(from 0.01 mm to 1.0 mm) and with fixing pressing speed (0.1 mm/s). In Figure 9a, the black line
is the result when the current is removed. The initial resistive force of the proposed haptic stylus
indicates approximately 1 N under the overall pressed depth because of the return spring and viscosity
of MR fluid. The pink line is the result when the current (180 mA) is applied to the proposed tiny
haptic stylus. Under the current input (180 mA), the measured resistive force gradually increases
(from 2.33 N at 0.01 mm to 27.47 N at 1.0 mm) as the indented depth increases. For example, when the
proposed haptic stylus is pressed 1.0 mm, the resistive force, which was initially 2.33 N, increases to
27.47 N in providing a current input of 180 mA. Theoretically, considering a human’s Just Noticeable
Difference (JND) of approximately 10% [20], the proposed haptic stylus allows users to distinguish
more than 26 steps of resistive force. It means that the proposed haptic stylus can convey a variety of
kinesthetic sensations when a user interacts with virtual reality contents in a mobile device. We also
verified that the resistive force variation can be easily adjusted by changing the input current. Figure 9b
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shows the results of the measured resistive force with respect to the pressing depth (varied from
0 mm to 1 mm) and the pressing speed (0.1 mm/s, 0.5 mm/s, 1.0 mm/s, 2.0 mm/s, 5.0 mm/s, 10.0 mm/s,
and 15.0 mm/s). The resistive force generated from the proposed haptic stylus was measured with
a constant input voltage of 3.3 V (a consumed current is 180 mA). Even though the pressing speed
increases, the measured resistive forces are almost similar to the reference data (0.1 mm/s).
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speed of 0.1 mm/s (a) and with varying pressing speed at a constant input current of 180 mA (b).

We investigated the response time of the proposed haptic stylus by applying a step input to the
haptic stylus and measuring the time taken to reach 90% of the reference signal. In Figure 10, the blue
solid line is the measured resistive force when a step input is applied. The response time (67 ms) was
calculated by subtracting t1 (at the voltage is applied) from t2 (at the measured resistive force reaches a
point of 90 % of the 3.3 V reference). The results show that the response time of the proposed haptic
stylus is enough to be used for conventional haptic applications [21–23].
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4. Conclusions

A tiny haptic stylus based on MR fluids was presented as an interaction device for manipulating
virtual reality contents in mobile devices. Compared to conventional haptic styluses, the proposed
device can produce a large kinesthetic force in a small size. To maximize the large kinesthetic
force in a small-sized stylus, the proposed design includes all three operation modes of MR fluids.
We verified that the resistive force’s variation of the proposed haptic stylus was approximately 25.14 N
(2.33 N–27.47 N) when the indented depth is varied from 0.01 mm to 1 mm. Moreover, we have found
that the input voltage can change the resistive force of the proposed haptic stylus. Judging from the
results, the proposed haptic stylus could be used as an interface device for manipulating virtual content
in mobile devices. Some examples include touching rocks or cushion in virtual reality content; or
conducting palpation training for medical students as medical education content. In order to maximize
the performance of the proposed haptic stylus, we will develop the haptic rendering method and
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conduct a user study using the proposed haptic stylus. Furthermore, it may be possible to generate
various haptic sensations by including a displacement or pressure sensor.
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